
A: Measurable 
Results of Services 
Provided

Some unit goals and targeted outcomes 

are stated

Initial

outcomes defined and 

measurable with respect 

to the client

Target outcomes have been developed for 

all tasks

Emerging

Scoring Results: Not 
Scored

Outcomes are stated in measurable terms Developed

Timelines are given for reaching 

measureable outcomes

Developed

Target outcomes have been developed for 

all tasks with explanation of how targets 

are set

Highly Developed

The list of outcomes seems reasonable 

and appropriate

Highly Developed



B: Unit Alignment 
with University 
Mission

There is some relationship between the unit's work and 

the university's mission

Initial

Mission statement demonstrates convincingly that it 

supports at least some elements of the university's 

mission

Emerging

Scoring Results: 
Not Scored

Well articulated mission statement Developed

Clear alignment between goals of unit and relevant aims 

of the university

Developed

The program mission and goals clearly contribute to the 

overall aims of the university in meaningful and 

measurable ways and these links are unambiguous

Highly Developed

For departments that have student learning outcome 

components, (Library, CSAS, ODS, and DCS), the 

department's activities have demonstrated contribution 

to student learning

Highly Developed



C: Implementation 
of Evaluation and 
Assessment

Some evidence is collected on an occasional basis in order to 

evaluate the success of the program

Initial

Reliable and appropriate methods are being developed and 

used to evaluate progress toward some of the targeted 

outcomes

Emerging

Scoring Results: 
Not Scored

Reliable and appropriate methods are used consistently, 

(including, but not limited to such methods as standardized 

surveys, audits, structured interviews, focus groups, web 

usage analysis)

Developed

Reliable and appropriate methods are being consistently used 

to measure progress toward all targeted outcomes

Highly Developed

Data collection methods continue to be fine-tuned Highly Developed



D: Planning and 
use of Evaluation 
Data

targeted outcomes are evaluated in the current year Initial

The unit has a reasonable, multi-year plan for evaluation 

of most targeted outcomes

Emerging

Scoring Results: 
Not Scored

The unite has a reasonable, multi-year plan for 

evaluation of all targeted outcomes

Developed

Evaluation results (including audit information, 

customer service surveys, consultant reports) from the 

prior year are shared with the unit staff

Developed

Planning includes using the evaluation data to make 

necessary changes

Developed

The program has a comprehensive, sustainable, multi-

year assessment plan

Highly Developed

Plan describes when and how each outcome will be 

assessed and how improvements based on findings will 

be implemented

Highly Developed

Planning includes routine sharing of evaluation results 

with staff and tracking of changes being implemented

Highly Developed

The plan is routinely examined and revised Highly Developed


